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INTRODUCTION

The pur ose of this publication is to give the reader a

basic overview of the issues and problems associated with the

several subjects discussed. This publication i s not intended

to b- complete or comprehensive treatment of the topics. For

those readers who want to pursue the subjects in more detail,

a short bibliography is attached for each.

Further, suggestions and/or recommendations ou lined in this

series of papers do not represent a regulatory code nor are they

intended to reflect Delawaware Department of Public Instruction

office policy. Rather, these papers havc been prepared for interested

personnel t- be used as a matrix for reference and planning purposes.

Wilmer E. Wise, Director
Planning, Research and
Evaluation Division
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SENSITIVITY TRAINING

Definition a -d Background

Sensitivity training is a method of lea-ning in which people meet

together in small groups to better understa_d themselves, other people, and

group process. The size of the training group (T-group, for short) ranges

from eight to fifteen persons. The leader, or trainer, for the group is .a

person who is skilled in the behavioral sciences and human relations. Croups

are usually held in a setting free from the interruptions of business and

normal social press Programs may b_ completely open-ended in content

or they may focus on a specific problem, such as b t er manage ent techniques

for business executives.

Credit for starting the original T-groups is usually given to Leland

Bradford, past director of the Adult Education Division of the National Educati-n

Association. Drawir1g on tle work of the social psychologist, Kurt Levin,

Bradford and his colleagues established the Nai_ onal Training Laboratories

Institute (NTL) for Applied Behavioral Science, which began holding group

sessions at Bethel, Maine, in 1947. (Birnbaum, 1969) TWo other associations

which have worked extensively in the field are the Center for the Studies of the

Person, La Jolla, California, and the Esalen Institute, Big Su- California.

Sensitivity training techniques have been used to help evaluate government

programs, such as Peace Corps leadershii training and the Agency for. International

Development (AID). NTL has also conducted t aining programs for NEA educational

groups such as the American Association of School Administrators and the

Association of Classroom Teachers (NEA News, 1969
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A growing number of universities offer graduate progra s includin -

sensitivity training. Among these are: Case Western Reserve University in

Ohio; UCLA Graduate School of Business Administration; Harvard University;

anet the Univeity of Michigan.

According to Max Birnbaum (1969) director of -he Boston University

Human Relations Laboratory, there are basically two types of sensitivity

training. The first is that -hich concerns itself with increasing the

effectiveness of a per-on as a member of an organization. The second, which

Birnbaum labels as para-thera eutic", is concerned with individual awareness,

growth, and development. So-clled marathons, encounter roups, and non-verbal

exercises fall into the latter category. The maior difference between these

types of training is the rigorousness with which perso--1 learning is related

to an organizational context. It should be noted ho ever, that most sensitivity

training groups will not be neatly labeled as organizational or personal,

that any group can combine both approaches, and that the emphasis of the group

depends largely on the trainer and the expeptations of group participants.

Theory and Methods--_

Sensitivity training is base-_ on the theory that learning is influenced

1 rgely by atcites and feelings. People who w.-h to learn to interact and

communicate more etfectively with others therefore need to become aware of

what their own real feeling-_, needs, and personaltty characteristics are. It

is also necessary to become sensitive to the needs and feelings of other people.



The g_al of sensitivity trainin- is personal change, either for the

purpose of achieving personal growth and development- or for the purpose of

bec m_ng a more effective leader or g oup participant. Tie T-goup facilitates

personal change in the following ways.

1. Provision of an isolated Environment

In his everyday work or home environme-t- the individual is required

to act in ways which often block him fr m trying out new behaviors and attitudes.

In the T-group, the participant will be better able to drop the roles which

he has previously played, and look at the pi-s n u derneath the role. Isolation

from the usual social supports and sanctions enables him to try out new behavior

patterns.

2. Provision of a SunDortive Gro rn Atmo -he e

The presence of other persons who are willing to help the group

mber make a desired change is essential:
,

"Change, whether in behavior or in related knowledg: or attitude,

does not usually come easily if the change has any depth or importance

for the individual. Group influences can be strong in helping

individuals t_ develop readiness for (overcome resistance to) learning

and change... The fact that other group members face the same problems

for which change is needed is comforting and reassuring. There

a lessening of feelings of guilt for having a problem and for needing

to change old ways i- order to solve it." Schein, 1962)



Provi ion of Direct Feedback in an Atm---,phere C nducive
_

Listening and Learnin
_

_ _ _

Comments and reactions which might easily be ignored or -ationalized

in everyday activities are seen from a different perspective in a group designed

specifically to explore interpersonal relations.

One group participant desc-ibed his learning experiences in this

way:

"The objec ives which this T-group seemed to work to ards were:

a better understanding of the self and improved interpersonal

skills. The objectives were to be attained by a more realistic

understanding of how each of us was perceived by other group

members. As I initially reflected on some of the criticisms of

Sam and the group, I rejected the: as not applying to the TrealI

me. But later, it hit me. As I looked at my .elf as honestly as

I could, I realized th-t I had moods ahd days like the behavior

they had seen... And the fact was that when I -as in those moods,

in that behavior pattern, I qould elicit similar res onses from

colleagoes, friends, and students. I had not received these

criticis s in the past because few would feel free to discuss their

responses with me. And even if they did, I might rationalize it

away. (Glueck, 1968)



Controversial Issues and Limitations_of_tilla

The accusation of brainwashing raises the question of the influence

the group in producing conformity by group members. There is no doubt that

in any organization, T-group or otherwise, individuals can be influenced to

conform to group standards, particularly if the group is attractive to the

individual. At i sue here are the ethical standa ds of the trainer and group

members. Group pressure used to help an individ al make changes which he

desires is a basic tool of the successful T-group. Pressure by individuals

or the group which is used for selfish or destructive purposes has the potential

for harming a person who is not emotionally healthy to begin with. For this

reason, T-group trainers and their organizations will do everything possible

to discourage participation by persons seeking or needing psychiatric help.

The T-group is not to be confused with group therapy. Under the guidance

a skilled trainer, harmful group pressures can- be either averted or examined

in order t_ help the parti6pants resist pressures in the future. Used in this

way, T-grouping is the opposite of brainwashing since it has the potential

for incresing individuality and facilitating expression of individual needs.

The differentiation of different types of training is necessary lf positive

change is to take place. For example, a T-group aiming at personal growth

might be appropriate if it takes place in a setting where the individual can

remain anonymous. If however, it is applied t_ a group in which participants

are co-workers, a number of problems can result. Either personal inhibitions

heighten resistance to change so that no communication takes place, the

revelation of intimate personal information makes continuing work relationships

very difficul- (Birnbau_ 1969)
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In almost every case, the dang rs inherent in sensitivity training are

the dangers of careless or ilia p op iate use by unskilled practitioners. An

NTL manual (Schein 1962) puts forth the following as some of the necessary

characteristics for a trainer.

1. Professional background in one or more of the following areas:

sociology, psychology, social work, educational psychology, psychiatry,

personnel, administration.

2. Experience as a group leader.

Self-understandin

Personal security.

Training skills in applying techniques.

Democratic philosophy.

Sensitivity TraiTling apd Education

Training sessions appear to be useful in helping schools to deal with

change processes. In Bristol Township, Pennsylvania, for example, the Boston

University Human Relations Laboratory Staff were called in to help the schools

and the community to deal with increasing incid nts of racial conflict and

unrest. (Cottle, 1969) Seven hundred school staff and one hundred community

members participated in workshops designed to increase understanding of racial

conflict and t- devise ways of changing procedures within the school to alleviate

tensions between blacks and whites and younger and older members of the community.

As a result of this process of planned change,' a student disciplinary boa d was

set up to deal with problems which previously had been dealt with unsuccessfully

by school administrators. The most dramatic result of the workshops was the

6



change in a=titude and interpersonal -kill of the junior high school

principal, who was at one time known as "Kara Joe" for his almost

exclusively punitive approach toward students. According to this principal:

No one used to be more bullheaded than I. The musqle worked.

Now I see bad. I can deck but it isn't going to prove

anything except that the kids are right about the Establis ent."

(Cottle, 1969)

Cone lu_ ions

The decision as to whether or not to use sensitivity training must be

based on careful assessment of the needs of the individuals and organizations

involved. These needs must be matched with an appropriate ==ethod of training.

The difficulty in knowing when to apply human relations or sensitivity

training is similar to the difficulty encountered by a trainer in knowing when

to apply various techniques. Uhatever these difficulties, however, sensitivity

training has been shown to be effective if applied skillfully in the right

circumstances. As the field matures, a larger body of theoretical and pract cal

knowledge should enable both laymen and professionals to make better use of

the relatively unexplored science of human relations.
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D FFERENTIATED STAFFING

Background
_

Differentiated staffing is a concept of organization that seeks to make

better use of educational personnel. The educational problems to which

differentiated staffing is addres3ed include the fo1lowin-

1. The need for more flexible, individualized learning programs

for students.

The need for use of teacher talents and abilities in areas

appropriate to these abilities.

The need to encourage talented -ersons to make a career out

of teaching.

e need for more tche7- involvement in planning the total

school p --gram.

Definition

Differentiated staffing has been well defined by the National Cornmion

on TeacheLEducation and Professional Standards as the f lowing:

"...under a differentiated staffing arrangement, education
personnel would be selected, educated, and deployed in ways that
would make optimum use of interests, abilities, and commitments
and afford them greater autonomy in determining their own pro-
fessional development. A differentiated, staff would include
teachers and a variety of special service 'personnel, subject matter
specialists, administrators, student teachers, intez2ts1 persons
from other professions, craftsmen, volunteers, and several categories
of paraprofessionals and teacher aides. Within the classroom
teaching ranks, some professionals might serve as.leaders, responsible
for induction of new teachers, for coordination of teams of associates
and assistants, and for the general management of the learning setting.
Others might function mainly as diagnosticians of learning difficulties,
constructors of individualized programs for Pupils, developers of
interpersonal attitudes and behaviors, and the like." (7)



Also involved in differentiated staffing is the payment of teachers according

to level of responsibility of their positions, rather than on the usual

single-salary schedule. In addition, differentiated staffing programs often

differentiate contractual periods. For example, teachers with more responsibili

may contract to work a ten or eleve o th school year.

Selected Examples

In operation the organization under a differentiated.staffing system

ranges widely from school to school. For example, Temple City, California, has

a teacher hierarchy which encompasses master teachers, senior teachers, staff

teachers, teacher associates, and several levels of paraprofessionals. Teacher

salaries range as high as $25,000. Walnut Hills Community Elementary School

in Denver Cherry Creek District calls the top of its hierarchy a 'teata leader".

He accepts responsibility for about 125 children, and receives a salary of from

$500 to $29000 over the regular schedule. His team includes a senior resident,

junior resident, apprentice teacher, and others. ( )

Advantages

Possible advanta es which may be derived from the use of a differentiated'

scaling system include the following:

Talented teachers who desire only limited professional

responsibility could be more widely used.

Teachers would be nble to do research planning of curricula,

and administrative work, in addition to classroom teaching.
fi
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Teachers who take on additional responsibilities vould

receive ftnancial compensation.

Teachers would be promoted on the basis of experience and

academic course work specific to the requirements of their

positions. Postgraduate courses would n- longer be taken

on an indiscriminate units-equal-dollars basis.

Colleges could begin to train teachers to handle specific

responsibilities and teaching skills.

More personnel would be available to help students in the

form of paraprofessionals and professionals equipped

handle specific a eas and types of lear-ing.

Controversial issues

The greatest objection raised .o differentiated staffing is the contention

that, in reality, the differentiated staffing system is merely merit pay in

disguise. After years of fighting for an objective a_d equitable method of

salary assignments, the single salary schedule has been defended by teachers

as the only way to prevent favo itism and abridgment of academic freedom.

Under the single salary schedule, teachers receive raises in pay only on the

basis of longevity and academic credentials. Subjective judgements on the

"quality" of teaching are thus eletminated as a criterion for financial re ard.

The supporters of differentiated staffing claim that the differentiated pay

scale is not a form of merit pay. Rather than payment for superior teaching quality,

the differentiated staffing system would pay for increased difficulty and level

f responsibility in a particular job.

11



The questIon raised here, however, is who decides which teachers are

capable of handling more responsibility. One proposal has the teachers

themselves choose a colleague as a "team leader or senior teacher. This

approach has been used successfully at Temple City. It will be interesting tc

discover whether such a pro_edure increases cooperation among teachers, or

causes diviEions and animosity among the teaching staff. In all cases, teachers

must be deeply _nvolved in the planning and implementation of a successful

differentiated staffing p ogram. Districts which have failed to do this have

had to deal -i h bitter opposition including teacher strikes.

Increased specialization according to ability and inter-t seems preferable

the existing system in which tea.!hers, as generalists, a:re expected to

perform in a number and variety of areas beyond the scope ,of any one individual.

With specialization, however, there is always the danger that flexibility would

be decreased as roles become rigidly defined. Awareness of this possibility

is necessary if it is to be averted by schools using differentiated staffing.

The NEA Association of Classroom Teachers raises another question

concerning the basic purpose of differentiated staffing. Supporters of

differentiated staffing claim that it will keep good teachers in the classroom

by offering a well-salaried alternative to administrative work. Yet in every

proposed system, the accompanying salary schedule provides pay in inverse

proportion to the time spent with students. Rather than increasing the status

of the classroom teacher, this aspect of diff rentiated staffing seems merely

to create a new educational hierarchy in which teacher/administrators assumd

the roles of the present administrators.

17
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m lications for Further Stuuy

The above discussion suggests the following issues for continued

study:

1. Is the ac ual teaching process as im ortant as the

planning and other supportive tasks related and essential

to teaching?

Are there not conceivably a variety of tasks of equal

importance in the teaching process?

What are or -ill be the criteria for judging the relative

importance of the various differentiated teaching roles?

Can differentiated staffing be accomplished only by

establishing a new hierarchy within the school system?

Might there not be horizontal movement for the teacher rather

than vertical movement, or a plan of rotating assignments

that could be equally effective? (6)

Until school districts across the coUntry learn from their experiences in

dif erentiated staffing, these questions remain unresolved issues.

13
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PLANNING - PROGRAMMING - BUDGETING SYSTEMS

Definition

A Planning, Prograniming, Budgeting System (PPBS) is an integrated system

that provides school executives with better inform-tion for planning educational

programs and for making choices among the alternate ways in which funds can be

allocated to achieve the school district's established objectives. It aids the

decision-making process by identifying goals and objectives, the programs to reach

these objectives, the methods of evaluating the programs, and the cost of operating

them.

The analysis and evaluation which are central to the implementation o

Planning, Programming, Budgeting System require identification of the public school

end-products. Analysis requires that activities be considered as they relate

to each other. Therefore, the search for alternative ways of meeting defined

objectives are considered through various combinations of personnel, facilities,

and materials to bring about the desired educational product.

Within a PPBS, the familiar processes of program development and budgeting

are explicitly combined. It is a system in the sense of centering on program goals,

objectives, and evaluation.

The value of PPBS in education results not from the individual techniques

that have been developed, but from the integration of tham into a system and their

edural application to educational decision making.

PPBS Concepts

in an educational setting, PPBS is based on three concepts:

(1) The existence in each school district of an EL:Alzqs, capability

which carries out continuing in-depth analyses by reducing objectives and programs

to quantifiable units so that these programs can be evaluated.

Ii



2) The exist nce of a ulti-year planning and prograiirning process

which uses an information system to present data in meaningful categories essential

to the making of major decisions by school administrators and

(3) The existence of a 1)11111process which can take broad program

decisions, translate them into more refined decisions in a budget context and

present the appropriate educational program and financial data f r action by the

superintendent -f schools and the board of education.

PPBS Essentials

Further- FPBS in education must have the following four essentials:

(1) An output-oriented educational program structure which presents

data on all of the operations and activities of the schools in categories which

reflect the schools' goals and objectives;

(2) Analyses of possible alternative objectives of the schools and

of the alternative programs for meeting these objectives. Many different techniques

of analysis will be appropriate, but centril to this step should be analyses in

which alternative educational programs will be compared with respect to both their

costs and their bene_

(3) Adherence to a time cycle within whici yell considered information

and recommendations will be produced when needed for decision making and for the

development of the budget and educational n=ogram;

(4) Acceptance by line officials, with appropriate staff support,

of responsibility for the establishment and effective use of the system.

PPBS Pro-ucts

The product- -f such a system in education will include:

updated;
_

(1) A comprehensive multi- earprogram and financial Dian --s ematically

:22



(2) L1.22-)TLELLIEME.9-m esults related to objectives prepared

annually and used in the budget preview; special studies in depth f om ti-e to

time; and other information which will contribute to the annual budget process.

The overall system is designed to enable each school district

) Make available to board members and administrators more concrete

and specific data relevant for their b_oad decisions;

(2 ) Spell out more concretely the objectives of educational progra-s;

(3) Analyze systematitally and present for the board's and the supe in-

tendent's review and decision, possible alternative objectives and alternative

educational programs to meet those obje tives;

(4) Evaluate thoroughly and compare the benefits and costs of educational

programs

(5) Produce total, rather than partial, cost estimates of educational

programs;

-6) Present on a multi-year basis the prospective costs and accomplish-

ments of educational progr_ _

(7) Review objectives and conduct educational program analyses on a

continuing, year-round basis, instead of on a ciowded schedule to meet

deadlines.

PPBS Cyc e
_

0

(1 ) The need_ of the community must first be identified. These are the

needs of the children, adults, business and industry, other governmental units

and all elements of the co :unity.

2-



These needs must then be translated into z,(221. Goals are general

statements of purpose o: intent- they are not related to a specific period of time,

and they are not quantifiable or measurable in any way other than a broad subje tive

review. These goals need to be a -anged in hierarchical structures in order that

they may be broken down into manageable units. A typical goal structure is:

(a) To provide all students the opportunity to develop skills and

characteri tics enabling them to gain employment.

To provide all students the opportunity to develop skills and

characteristics in business, industrial arts, and agriculture.

To provide all students the opportunity to develop skills and

characteristics in typing, shorthand bookkeeping, and office

machine operation.

To provide all students the opportunity to develop skills and

characteristics in bookkeeping.

Ob- actives, which are desired quantifiable accomplishments within

a -ime framework must next be developed. These objectives must:

Relate to a goal

Be measurable

State the method of measurement

Indicate the evaluative cAter _a

State the time period for achievement

(4) When the goals and objectives have been developed, approved, and

documented, it is necessary to develop prog_ ams to accomplish the objectives. In

most school districts these programs already have been documented in the form

of course outlines or curriculum guides and quite often include some objectives.

At this point the evaluativ- instruments which will be used to assess the program

operation should be identified.

R
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(5) The dollar figures must next be developed in -he form of a InkEL

for the approved programs. Not only the budget for the next ye r is prepared,

but financial plans for a period of several. .years, usually five, are developed.

This financial plan is termed a Multi-Year Financial Plan and is generally a

significant departure from the current practice of developing budgets for only the-

following year. It is at this point that alternative budgeted programs are

examined and selected based on the resources available.

(6) In the PPBS cycle the next activity is the actual operation of the

programs and the management of the resources to implement them. These rsources

are, of course, the people, places, and things--the staff, buildings, supplies and

equlpment.

(7) The final step in the cycle is to evaluate the effectiveness of the

program operations against the criteria e tablished for the various program

objectives. The process then recycles using the evaluation inform:tion to

determine whether objectives were attained or were not attainable because of either

program or resource limitation.

A PPB system is a consistently changing process. The initial effort to start

up a system requires that all current programs and activities be subjected to this

systematic analysis process. As ineffective programs and activities are purged

from the system their replacements are subjected to the same process.
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SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

Systems analysis, as a planning tool, is an orderly way of identifying

and ordering the differential components, relationships, processes, and

other properties of anything that may be conceived as an integrative whole.

It involves the evaluation and comparison of alternative ways of achieving

ob ectives on the basis of the resource costs and the benefits associated with

each alternative. Critical to this process is the use of models abstraction

of the real world, which can be analyzed in lieu of experimentation in the

real worith Furthe _ore, systems analysis is an orderly, analytic study des gned

to help a decision maker identify a preferred course of action from among

4
possible alternati- s

Systems analysis may be used with problems in which 5 is diff cult to

decide what ought to be done as well as how to do it and when it is not clear

what the most efficent means are and where many of the factors in the probleni

elude quantitication.2

The Process of Analysis Mode 4

There are five elements of the model and each is present in every analysis

choice and should always be explicitly identified.

1. The Objectives. The first and most important task of the analyst

is to discover what the decision make objectives are and then

how to measure the extent to which these objectives are attained.
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The Alternatives. The alternatives are the means by which it

is hoped the objectives can be attained. They may be policies

strategies or specific actions or instrumentalities and they

need not be substitutes for each other or perform the same

specific function.

The Costs. Most costs can be -easured in money, but their

true measure is in terms of the opportunities they preclude.

kModel. A model is a simplified stylized representation of

the real world that abstracts the cause-and-effect relationshi-s

essential to the question studied. This may take the form of a

mathematical formula, a computer program or a pur ly verbal

description of the situation, in which intuition alone is used

t- predict the_conse-uences of various choices. The purpose

of the model is to estimate for each alternative the cost-benefir-

A Criterion. A criterion is a rule or standard by which to rank

the alternatives in order of desirability. It provides a means

for -eighing cost against effectiveness.

The process of analysis takes place in-three overlapping stages. In the

fi st, the formulation stage, the issues a e clarified, the extent of the

inquiry limited, a d the elements identified. In the second- the search stage,

information i., gathered and alternatives generated. The third stage is

evaluation.
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To start the process of evaluation the various alternatives -Ire examined

by means of the models. The models tell us what consequences or outcomes

can be expected to follow from each alternative; that is -hat are the costs

in relation to the achi v_ment of the objectives. A criterion can then be

used to weigh the costs against performance, thus the alternatives can be

arranged in order of pre erence.
2

In brief, a syste-_, analysis attempts to look at the entire problem and

look at it in its proper context. Characteristically, it will involve a

sy tematic investigation of the decision maker's objectives and of the relevant

c _teria; a compari_on - quantitative insofar as possible - of the cost

effectiveness, risk, and tt ing associated with each alternative policy or

strategy for achieving the objectives; and an attempt to design better

alternatives and select other goals if those exmi ed are found wanting.

Principles of Good Analysis
4

1. It is all important to tackle the right problem. A large part

the investigator's effort must be invested in thinking about the problem,

exploring its p oper breadth, and trying to discover the appropriate objectives

and to search out good criteria for choice.

2. Thaanalysis must be systems oriented. Rather than isolating a

part of the problem by neglect ng its interactions -ith other parts, an effort

should be made to extend the boundaries of the inquiry as far as required for

the problem at hand, to find what interdependencies are important, and t_ study

the entire complex system.
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The presence of uncertainty should be recognized, and an attempt

made to take iL into account. The analysis attempts to identify uncertainties

and evaluate their impact on the answers. It should also include a conti gency

table showing the effectiveness and cost associated with each significant

eiternative for various future environments and for each set of asri-mptions

about the uncertainties.

4 The analysis attempts to discover new alternatives as well as to

imp ove the obvious one . The invention of new alternatives can be much more

valuable than an exhaustive comparison of given alternetives, none of which

may be very satisfactory-.

The analysis should strive to attain the standards t- -ditional to

science. These are (1) inersy:lizyiy-,. replication) ()_ETliELYIIEEI
use of calculations assumptions, data, and judgements that are subject to

checking, criticim and disagreement; and, (3) objectivity: conclusions do

not depend on personalities, reputations, or vested iLterests.
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DELPHI TyCHNIQUE

Backgrot

The Delphi technique is a form of operations research developed

by members of the Rand Corporation. It can be used in an attempt to

arrive at efficient operating decisions in a situation in which exact

knowledge of an issue in question is unavailable. This te hnique

emphasizes t_e control of a situation through the use of expert

judgements. The Delphi technique attempts "to induce opinion con-

vergence through a sequence of questionnaires interspersed with

controlled feedback and the computation of a consensus based on sel

appraised competence ratings."-

Current planning decisions are affected by one's predictions

about the future whether these predictions are tmplicit or explicit

scientific or intuitive. In most fields of endeavor, long-range

planning is also influenced by one's expectations regarding the world and

the future. The Delphi technique was developed in an effort to obtain

from individuals who are recognized as experts in the area of concern,

intuitive judgements about the future as systematically as possible.

In the literature, it is further suggested that this technique might

in a given situation, succeed in crystallizing the nucleus of a predictive

theory of the subject matter under inquiry by forcing experts into

2
fo- ulating formerly inarticulated reasons for their opinion.



In formulating policy, b-th factual judgements and value

judgements are involved. The Delphi technique has been employed

to elicit and process both types of judgement. The experi ental

work on the Delphi technique has, to date, dealt exclusively with

factual jud3ements. In the application of Delphi procedures, ho ever,

value judgements have been educed from judges. The most typical

form of eliciting value judgements employing the Delphi technique

is 11 the att mpt to formulate major objectives of an _ ganization

and to weight these objectives according to some scale.

The Delphi technique eliminates committee activity usually

associated with arriving at consensus thus reducin- the influence

of certain psychological factors such as specious persuasion, an

expert's unwilliIgness to aband n publicly expresse- o inionL

the bandwagon effect of _ajority opinion.

'llethod Emplo7-ed in the Delphi Technioue

The Delphi technique uses a sequence of questiOnnaires

elicit predictions individually from experts in the area of concern.

A summary of responses from each round -f questionnaires is fed back

the expert-respondents before they reply to each succeeding round

of questi nnaires. The basic feedback is the median and the upper

and lower quartiles of previous-round ans -ers. In addition, certain

questions directed to expert respondents may ask for their reasons for

opinions which they have expressed on these items and a collection of

such reasons may then be presented on a succeeding questionnaire to each
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expert-respondent in the group with an invitation to reconsider or

possibly to revise earlier responses. Inquiry into reasons for

expressed opinions and subsequent feedback of the reasons o other

experts may stimulate them to take into account considerations they

inadvertently may have neglected or to give more weight to factors

lich they had o_iginally considered unimportant. In certain instances,

some questions are repeated on succeeding questionnaires and a comparison

is made bet -een answers on each questionnaire administration. Further,

questions may be reworded on succeeding questionnsires in an effort to

eliminate ambiguities which may be bought to the av-ention of the

investigators by respondents comments. The iterative structure of the

questionnaires allows a sne __fie group of expert-respondents to be its

own control.

The Delphi technique employs anonymous responses from e7Te ts in

that opinions of members of a given group are obtained by formal

questionnaires. This feature of the technique is aimed at reducing

the effect of do inant individuals in committee activities. Interaction

between members of a group is effected by a systematic exercise employing

several it -ations with controlled feedback between questionnaires in

an attempt to reduce noise, a common problem in group discussion. In

order to reduce group pressure tovard conformity, group opini

defined as the appropriate aggregate of individual opinions on the final

round of questionnaires. Thus, the Delphi technique is designed to

minimize the biasing effects _f dominant individuals,of irrelevant

communications, and of pressures toward group conformity.



Investigations using the Delphi technique may provide info:a. ion

on the following:

1. The content of the predictions themselves.

2. The basis on which respondents claimed their predictions

were made.

. The range of expert-respondents views on given items.

The convergence of views following data feedback.

The expert-respondent's critiques of each othe- s views.

Discussion

A number experiments conducted by Dalkey to evaluate the

effectiveness of the Delphi procedures for formulating group judgements

demonstrated that:

1. On the initial round of questionnaires, there was a wide

spread _f individual answers

2. With iteration and feedback, convergency occu:red that is

the distribution of individual r-sponses progressively narrowed.

In general, the group response, defined as the median of the

final round of individuni responses, was more accurate.

Gordon and Hel er2 suggest that the following points be considered

when using Delphi procedures:

1. Keep panel membership to a mini um and ask for a commitment

-ram participants before implementing Delphi techniques in

order to insure as stable a panel membership for a study as

possible.
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2. The ti e lapse between questionnaire rounds should

be short in order to prevent dropout by respondents or

shift of their opinion due merely to the passage of time

and a change in the state of knovledge.

Avoid ambiguous questions.

Addition to each question of a self-appraisal of the

respondent degree of competence in ens, ring that

question to ascertain a respondent's competence. (There

are, however, problems in the scale comparability

different respondent's self-appraisals and how best to use

self-appraisal estimates in devising consensus formula.

5. Allow enough cycles for adequate feedback not only ef

primary reasons for opinions bu- for a critique of sull

reasons.

The authors of the Delphi technique make no claims for the

reliability of vedictions obtained using this method. However, they

state that since the obtained predictions "represent explicit rea-nsed,

self-aware opinions, expressed in the light of the opinions of associate

experts, such predictions should lessen the chance of surprise and provide

a sounder basis for long-range decision-making than do implicit, inarticulate,

intuitive judg ents.

Even if the Delphi procedure is only comparable to other more

traditional modes of consensus formation, the authors claim it has

advantage in cost that is, it avoids the need to assemble experts in one

place. A further advantage claimed is reliability in the sense that subject
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experts are not subjected to the persuasiveness of oratory of a vocal

member of the group nor to the face-to-face confrontation with majority

opinica but only to anonymous pressure exerted by ,-edback of some

infor-ation on the range of opinions held by the group.
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PERFORMANCE CONTRACTING

_Background

Performance contract_ng is e- oying a lively existence because it is

presently regarded as a feasible solution to accountability. With the

allocation of federal funds (ESEA, Title VIII) to the Texarkana School District

of Texas and Arkansas, accountability th ough measured performance became

more than just a concept. Despite the widely publicized failure in this case

by the contractor to perform ethically, $6 5 million in federal funds were

distributed in performance contracts for the 1970-71 school year.

By definition, accountability is broader in scope than perfor .ance

contracting. The idea most basic to educational accountability is that of a

process whereby any individual can determIne for himself if the schools are

producing the results promised.(9) A performance contract is only one such

proce s, even though, the terms are frequently used interchangeably.

Accountability was rated as a nationwide concern by President Nixon in his

education message on March 3, 1970. He stated in part "School administrators

and school teanhers alike are responsible for their performance, and it is in

their interest as well as in the interests of their pupils that they be held

accountable."(18) James E. Allen, Jr. as U. S. Commissioner of Education,

voiced a similar view. He believed

Broadly generalized statements of goals will not satisfy
the increasing intense scrutiny of the public, of legis-
lative bodies, of businessmen and taxpayers....Support
of education will be secured only by well-defined,
precise presentation of goals that can be understood
clearly and appraised accurately. Support will depend
more and more upon evaluation and accountability that
can unequivocally substantiate successful performance.(2)

"The -issing element, aptly noted by Russell W. Peterson, Governor of Delaware,

.4 .
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is accountability for output. The educators have been held accountable for

their use of resources rather than in terms of what the students learn." (17)

The concept of accountability had grass roots support for several yea s.

While Congress was searching, and still is for ways to hold educators

accountable for federal funds in terms of concrete gains in pupil learning,

on the local level, school boards were facing situations that 1-d to similar

explorations with faster results. Pushed to the wall by teacher de ands for

higher salaries and pressured parent groups to raise their children's

standards of achieveme:t school boards tlok the initiative to seek solutions

from industry. (22) Accountability as sought by school boards had two

di ensions. Namely, an access to nformation about performance and secondly,

a desire to change factors thought to be responsible for unsatisfactory

performance.(6) Industry's answer to the school board's problem was a

performance contract.

The efforts on either side, however, could not have succeeded without

federal aid. Supportive interest in terms of financial assistance was

provided for experimentation in this area under the strong leadership of

Leon Lessinger, USOE Associate Commissioner of Education. Charles L. Blaschke,

President of Education Turnkey Systems, Inc. of Washington, D. C. was the

outstanding spokesman and leader for industry.(7)

Definition of T rms

in general, a performance contract is an inc,ntive-penalty agree ent

between a school system and a private educational agency or an industrial

conce n for certain instructional services. The terms of the contracts are

such that if designated pupils achieve speciried educaAonal gainvas a

result of contractor-administered a ities, the contractor receives a set
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compensation. If pupils fall below expectations, the contractor _eceives less

reimbursement and likewise if the pupils exceed specifications, the contractor

receives -o_e.(18 ) however, more than a financial relationship of a m ney-

back guarantee is implied. Although not alsays clearly stated, the turakey

phase is essential to a performance contract. The analysis of what dis-

tinguishes the contractor's p igram from what the schools will have to do to

run it afterwards is called turnkey.(19) if new programs work only as long

as contractors are running them, obviously they will not help to bring about

any permanent change in the schools. It is necessary, therefore, that the

responsibility be transferred to the school and its teachers.

The six education companies participating in perform,Ance contracts

supported by federal funds are similar in that they employ teaching machines,

programmed learning techniques and incentives for students, teachers, and

sometimes parents.

Texarkana

The first use of this innovative approach, and the only real data on

performance contracting as yet available, was in September, 1969. The

USOE awarded $270,000 to the Texarkana School District (Arkansas ) and Liberty

Eylau School District (Texarkana, Texas) for a five year dropout prevention

program under ESEA, Title VIII (Dropout Prevention). The funds _ere to be

directed toward academic deficiencies in rPading and mathematics.

Approximately twelve educational technical companies bid for a performance

contract. Dorsett Educational Systems of Norman, Oklahoma was awarded the

contract. In simple terms, the contract stipulated that payments to the

company would fluctuate according to the performance of the students involved

44
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in the program. Dorsett -as paid $105,000 before a student co: ent on the

similarity of the learning and testing material led to a more thorough nvesti-

gation by Drs. Dean Andrew and Lawrence Roberts, independent auditors. They

found the originally significant gains to be contaminated by the instruments.

They concluded "The :,.;aching of test ite_s or ,21osely related test items has

invalidated the test results to the extent they cannot be used as a valid

measure of achiev lient "(23) Their conclusions were upheld by another

Investigator, EPIC Eff7ersified Systems Corporation of Tuccor izona.

Dorsett agreed some students received improper training. Thus, no further

payments were made by the school board. Instead, a performance contract for

the following year was a a ded to Educational Development Laboratories

division of McGra -Hill Book Company.

In retrospect, the failure was chiefly Dorsett's but also liable are

the USOE for removing some safeguards and Texarkana for reneging on part

the contract.(5) One other point wor-hy of note is that the dropout rate

was reduced fr our to eight students out of the potential 300 participants

n grades 7 through 12.

The first year failure at Texarkari has caused more stringent safeguards

in other performance contracts. A specific example is the newly created

po ition of an "independent educational accomplishment auditor." Eighty-six

such auditor- have received special training and are. on USOE assignment. Their

function is to examine a pro_ect's evaluation and management by judging the

validity of the evaluation and the success of management in meeting its goals.

They may also recommend possibE hanges.(11) A further precautionary measure

taken by the USOE was to award $614 000 to the Battelle Me orial Institute of

Columbus, Ohio for t=sting all students participating in government supported
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performance contracts for the 1970-71 school term. The agency -ork will be

independent of the contractors.(12) In addition a list if sa eguards necessary

for an honest assessment of an evaluation is under preparation by the Ame ican

Association of School Administrators.(5)

Iii.antLassa
Perhaps the lack of suitable testing instru ents to measure change

will continue to mitfgate against performance contracts. Hopefully, while

no company now involved in a perfo- ance contract will knowingly repeLt

Dorsett error, the quality of existing diagnostic tools may hamper

efforts to show gains. The most frequently stated disadvantage of performance

contracts, however, is of a difrent natu e. Those oppo3ed t- performance

contracts feel they may dehumanize education. Included in this group are

seemingly a large part of the teaching profession which has been noticeably

cool towards accountability. They believe no one can garantee learning

because the human factor constantly changes. They seL no wrong in allowing

a child to learn at his own pace.(1)

Advan_tages_

On the other hand performance contracting m y be said to have some

Avantages. One hope for performance contracts is that they will put the

elatio sh p between business avd education on a more rational basis. The

Council for Basic Education believes that they may breathe new life into

schools if such contracts a e conceived as a strategy for change within the

educational system.(11) It also affords the opportunity to take advantage
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_f advanced educational technology and instructional management techniques

while minimizing financial risks. This appraisal was made by Jack Stenner

a member of the Research Council of the Great Cities and a consultant on

performance contracting. L also believes

a minimum performance contracting should have a
therapeutic effect on education since it will necessitate
the identification of the district's problems and afford
a mechanism for their possible soluion. If the solutions
are not forthcoming, at least the problems will have
received a hard objective appraisal -- an appraisal
which is no doubt long overdue.(19)

L imi tat. ions

At this early st ge of development, the problems encountered and

anticipated in performance contracting are predictably more numerous than

either the advantages or disadvantages. The current limitations may,

the future, fall into one or the other category or they may even never be

resolved. Whatever the outcome, any party considering a performance

contract should give serious attention to the following recognized

limitations:

1. Not many education companies have the tehnical
competence to make performance contracts. The contractor
needs to offer solid research competence, clear evidence
an adequate amount of data will be properly evaluated,
teacher-training, competence in project management, and
adequate working capital.

2. Many school districts are not ready to handle
performance contracts. They need to understan4 fully the
technical demands that will be placed upon them (including
the purchasing of-consumable materials, press releaseS, the
designation of a pro ect director) and be pnepared to meet
them.

3. Performance Contracts will not save money. Fro ect
management, teacher-training, and the sophisticated level of
evaluation necessary are costly.
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4. Performance contracting is not a panacea; it will not
revolutionize edueation.(10)

Another possible limitation is that some state la -s prohibit contracts

with private industry for instructional services. New York, for example,

forbLis the use of state or local funds by school boards for performance

contracts (16) Other difficulties not specl'ically listed above are those

regarding lines of authority. Who will select the instructional materials/

Who hires, fires, and directs the teachers? How is teacher tenure affected?

What are t e principalTs duti-s and powers? What safeguards are there so

children will lot be ha ed? What is the resp-n.ibility of the school board

to parents when a contractor is hired?(15)

As noted previously, evaluation remains a serious problem. If standardized

tests are to be used one must consider at 1 '1st their appropriateness reliability

and validity. Fu-thermore, careful thought must be given to the selec ion of

other suitable measures of change.

From the point of vi-- of research, the procedures employed thus far

performance contracting make it difficult to isolate those fators most highly

related to achievement. Among the contributing variables are the Hawthorne

effect, the prizes offered to teachers and pupils as incentives, and the actual

instructional techniques. Unless the evaluations in the future are built into

an acceptable research design it is not clear what meaning will be obtained

from the results.

The_ Future

Education's policy makers -- its elected and appointed school board

members -- are chiefly the people who can and will decide whether performance

4
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contracting is to become widespread educational policy.(22) A survey of a

representative sampling of school board members in 47 states conducted by the

A-eric n School Board_Journal showed 66 2/3 percen -f the respondents

believed p rfo- ance contracting had validity for education. The Journal

concluded performance contracting had a better than even chance of beco ing

an important means employed by school boards to accomplish educational

accountability. They predict school boards will enter into pen. rmance

contracts not only with private corporations but0 just as likely, with their

own local teachers.(1)

Some support _or this pred Ltion is offered by the number of school

districts now holding performance contr cts supported by other than federal

funds. Although an exact count is not avai.able, it has been estimated to

be as large as 200- 21)

Realistically, no one as yet can forsee where performance contracting

will lead. While there are indications, there is vL2ry little actual data.

At present performance contracting is still in an experimental state.

Helen Baines President of the National Education Association after an

extensive study, concluded:

As things stand now, we don't know whether the contracs
are written to serve the needs of children or of special
interest groups. We don't know the extent, If any, to
which contracts are written to meet their learning
objectives -- or inAeed, whether the objectives are
consistent with souild educational policy.(13)

Any school district ciirrutly operating under a performance contract or

entering one in the near future will be contributing to the hard dzta which

will give some evidence of its value in education.
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EDUCATIONAL V UCHERS

Introduc ion

At no time in the past has the wcx-h of the public school system in

America been so highly questioned and criticized as the present. In a debate

fed in part by The_Coleman Report, the fight for school decentralization in the

cities Sfiberman's Cris lassroom, and the public': dcmand for accoun -

ability, praise has been virtuall- nonexistent. The problems of the dis-

advantaged, segregation, bussing, teacher strikes, and parochial aid further

complicate a complex situation. Recently, the Office of EConomic Opportunity _0E0)

announced the funding of a feasibility study for an education voucher sym.

It has been speculated its effect will be eithel: to exponentially increase the

problems of educltion beyond comprehension, or to offer some solu ions to them.

Background

The ,.(lucation voucher system was developed by the Center for the Study of

Public Policy CSPP) in Cambridge, _assachusettS, with support from 0E0 grants.

It is a comprehensively designed system :or schooling based on a strong belief

in the virtues _f competition. The idea is not new. Competitive schools ere

first offered as an alternative in American education by the noted economist

Milton Friedman in 1955. (7) His listeners were few. During the middle and late

60's the idea recurred, and was debated in journals, newspapers and in public

forums. (5,14,17) Educational leaders like Clark, r, and Jencks viewed the

public school system as a protected public monopoly facing only nimal competition

from private and parochial schools. Like any monopoly, the need to change and
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to confront critical problems would never happen from wi hin. A similar view was

held by the U. S. Chamber of Commerce. Their task force concluded that Tthe

present insAtutional st--cture in education may not be the best way to organize

it.t Rathe the government should "consider continuing to finance education

for all ch4ldren" ,ifering " hem as an alternative to public education, financial

suppo_t for p_ivate education up to the amount of the average expendit re in

local public schools." (14)

Under the direction of Christopher Jencks, the Center at Cambridge be,7-

exploring al ernative ways for financing education in December 1969. Jencks has

since become the leading advocate for a voucher syst_n The repo t, Education

Vouchers, issued in December 1970 by CSPP contains detailed information on what

an educational voucher system is and how it will operate in a proposed five-year

0E0 experiment beginning in the fall-of 1971.

Education Voucher System Defined

According to Jencks the voucher system w 11 free schools from existing

constraints by eliminating their monopolistic p ivileges. If parents do not

like what a school is doing they can send their children elsewhere. The result

would be an enortrous pressure on the public schools to improve their quality to

keep the children they serve. If they did not, Friedman predicted, they would

decline a-d private alternatives would grow. (7 ) An abbreviated descripti n of

CSPP's model education voucher system foll

The first step in operating a voucher system is the establishment of an

Educational Voucher Agency _EVA). EVA is designed to be a locally controlled

body which will receive 7ederal, state and local funds for financing the education

of all local children. It will not operate any sohools of its his remains the



responsibility of the local school board. Among EVA's chief duties would be

to issue and redeem vouchers, to provide student transportation and to-

disseminate information on the participating schools.

Every spring each family would submit to EVA names of schools to which

it wanted to send each of its school-age children in the fall. As long as it

had room, a vouche school would be required to admit all students who applied.

The local board of education would be responsible for ensuring enough laces in

publicly rnaiaged schools to accomodate every school-age child who did not want to

attend a privately managed school. (4)

A voucher scho-1 could be an existing public school, a new school opened

by the public school board to attract families who would otherwise withdraw

their children from the public syste-, an existing private school, or a new

private school opened especially to cater to children with vouchers. (12) in

order to cash vouchers, a school would have to:

Accept the voucber as full payment of tuition;

Accept any applicant as long s it had places;

c. Fill at least half its places by zandom selection if they have

more applicants than places and the other half as they see fit

but not discriminate against ethnic minorities;

Accept uniform EVA standards regarding suspension and expuls

e. Agree to make a wide variety of informati n about its facilities,

teachers, programs and students available to EVA and the publi-

Maintain accounts of money received and distributed in a form

allowing parents and IVA to determine whether the school was

getting its entitled resources, whether a church-operated school

was subsidizing church ac tvities, 7hether a school opeated by a

ftt
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profit-- aking corporation was siphoning off excessive

aounts to the parent corporation;

eet existing state requirements for private schools. (4)

No parti ipating school would be permitted to discriminate against

applicants o- the basis of race or religion. Furthermore, revenue c uld be

used only for secular Jnstrvetion. Except for exisLing state regulations,

there would be no restrictions on staffing, curriculu_, and the like.

Having enrolled their children, parents would give their vouchers to the

school which in turn would redeem them -t EVA. The redemption value of

middle or upper- ncome family's voucher would approximate -7hat the local public

schools currently spend on upper-in o e chilVen, while vouchers for children

from low-income families would have a higher value. The monetary incentive

the disadvantaged is regarded as essential in order to -17-come their multiple

educational handicaps and make these _tudents attractive to schools.

The Proposed Education Voucher_ Experiment

The Center's report contains extensive information on the proposed OEC

sponsored experiment on vouchers tentatively scheduled t- begin in September 1971.

Only the highlights are resented here. The demonstration will be confined to a

single municipality for a minimum of five to eight years. All children in grades

IC through six in the desig- =A area will be eligible. In general all of the

precedini model gu...delines will be observed. No voucher school will be allowed to

charge tuition in excess of the v3tchers. Pupils attending parochial schools

will receive vouchers redeemable at no more than the cost of secular education.

Vouchers .*r% :Asadvantaged will have a higher value than the others. In the

case cf an Llaw in the number of applicants, voucher schools -ill be allowed
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to fill a limited percent oL their places as they wish with thi_ restriction

that minority groups he represented by the same percent as the minority group

applicants. At least 50% of the remaining places will be filled b- lottery. (18)

The demonst_ _ion area selected will have at least 10 privately controlled,

secular voucher schools, several parochial voucher schools, and several neighb_ hood

public schools. n order to have a suitable population at least 12,G00 children

between the ages of 5 and 11 need to be within the experimental boundaries.

Members ot :VA will be elected or appointed so as to represent minority as well

as rajority interests. (4)

Control groups and extensive evaluatio- will be pa-- of the project.

Among the problems to be resolved are whether the education voucher system

a. Incr ase the share of the nation's educational resources

avail ble to disadvantaged children;

b. P?:oduce at least as much mixing of blacks and whites, rich

and poor, clever and dull, as the present system;

c. Insure advantaged and disadvantaged parents equal chances of

getting their children into the school of their choice;

d. Provide parents (and influential organizations) wLth information

they think necessary to make intelligent choices amo g schools.

e. Avoid conflict with both the fourteenth amendment prohibition

against racial discrimination and the first amendment provisions

regarding church and state. (18)
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Current Sta us

In Februarv 1971 the 0E0 awarded gra ts to Cary, Indi;7na; Seattl

Washington; and Alum Rock, California to conduct voucher f-- ibility studies.

All three areas meet the basic requirements outlined for a demonstration area.

The communities are expected to tell 0E0 whether or not they can conduct the

experiment. (12) Specifically, the districts must propose:

a. HOW many public schools should be included in the voucher

district

How to eablish new schools and sti ulate exi -7ing ones to

participate;

c. How to enlist the support of parochial schools;

How much autonomy individual principals should have in

designing curriculum, hiring staff, and-in experimenta on;

e. To what extent parents should participate. (3)

The Gary system described as being in a deteriorating black urban area,

subcontracted the work to the Institute for Advancement of Urban Education of

Nei- York. C The study in Alum Rock, which has large S anish-speaking

population, has been subcontracted to the Santa Clara County Office of Education.

Seattle, whi h has substantial minority groups, has contracted the Bureau o

School'Service and Research from the University of Washington to conduct the study. (8)

Until these reports a e completed and analyzed by 0E0, all plans for the actual

experiment remain tentative.

Advantages

According to its advocates, the education voucher sy-te. will;

Promote general improvement in education through compe tion;

b. Promote democratic freedom of choice;



Ile __se educational diversity;

Give parents sowe control and respons iiity,

Promote accountability.

Overco e racial and economic limitations of neighborhood schools;

Drive bad -chools out of bus ess;

h. Improve the education of the disadvantaged;

improve equity among taxpayer

Increase total expenditures for education, 9,10,11,12,18)

Disadvantages

On the other hand, opponents see numerous disadvantages. Among them

they believe the education voucher system will:

Destroy the public schools;

Play havoc with the stabilizing factors in our democratic socl ty;

c. Bring religious, economic, social and political divisiveness;

d. Encourage racism;

Become educational hucksterism;

Create an unmanageable bureaucracy;

g. Dilute educ_tional opportunities;

h. Make a farce of constitutional separation of church and state;

Encourai;e parents to choose schools based on prejudices;

j. Contradict tradition of ic al support and control. (1,10,13 1 ,18,19)

In general organized educational groups, both union and professional are

opposed to vouchers. At the NIA July 1970 convention, a resolution was passed

stating voucher- "could lead to racial, economic, and social isolation of children

and weaken or destroy the public school system." it further warned competition

would widen the g'p between rich and poor schools since students,would desert



poor schools to attend heccer ones- leaving a dumping ground _for studen s

whose parents don't the sop .ticatiou to use the sy The NAk7"

condemned voucher plans in principle at its July convention fearing, "the

result would be the perpetuation of segregation in schools." (11) Local

education leaders also appear as members of the opposition. A random selection

-f e ..,ht school board members give an "acid asses _ent" of vouchers in a review

by the American School Board Journal.

It should be noted that an accurate account of the opposition to vouchers

is difficult because definitions for vouchers vary. Since the CSPP report was

only recently issued, it is doub ful if all the opposing a guments presented

above are applicablI. The Center recognizes at least seven possible avenues

for improving the educational system. They found the "regulated compensatory

model" the most acceptable one on which to base their education voucher system.

A majority of other proposed voucher plans are not based on the regulated compensatory

model. and may, therefore, suffer by comparison.

State Voucher Plans

State voucher plans for aiding private schools exemplify types based on

other m dels. Almost all proposed state legislation on vouchers, including

Delaware-s two house bills is designed to prevent the collapse of the Catholic

school system. (13) Five states have already enacted statutes which provide aid to

privately controlled schools. The action -f three of the states (Connecticut

Rhode island and Penn ylvania) has been brought before the Supreme Court as a

single case, where a ruling is expected sometime in the late spring. The

legislation has.been generally justified by arguments for saving the taxpayer

money and preserving diversity and choice for parents. 1: has been opposed on the

grnunds that it would end the separation of church and sta e- exacerbate cultural

schisms, and intensi y racial segregation-
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"In general, the bills and acts take one of two fo.-_ contracts for

purchase of secular services, or perpup1l 0,timeriLs to parents 171 --ivat_ school

costs. Purchase of secular servi -s contracts usually p ovide tha- the state will

pay a teacher s--e portion of his salary for the time spent teaching secular

courses. The contracts, which sometimes also include teaching materials and

the costs of standardized testing, are negotiated between the state department of

educati n and either the sch -1 or the particular teacher. Payment is usually

provided after the service has actually been rendered. The pupil payment plans

provide parents with vouchers which can be negotiated for "secular educational

services" at approved private schools. The amount :f the voucher someti_ es

equals -hat the state would pay a local school board for educating the child, but

metimes it is simply an arbitrary amount."(4)

The majority of these bills, inJuding Delawa_ s proposed legi lation,

differ in several fundamental respects from the MO proposed voucher system.

They are designed to save the taxpayei oney; the voucher system is not. They

are designed to preserve the e isting range of public and parochial alternatives;

the voucher system would broaden it. They allow private schools to charge

additional tuition; the voucher system forbids it. They allow private schools

reedom to exclude students at will; the voucher -ystem does not. (4)

The long-term effect of most present and propos d state legislation would

be the creation of several separate systems all financed from the public

t easury, having similar programs but differing in the kinds of pupils they

included or excluded. By comparison, the 0E0's proposed voucher system would

prevent schools from being economically or socially exclusive but would give

them latitude in devising progr the students who chose to enroll. (4)



Limfrations

With- 4 4- A4g474 t- find support 1 either d

oppo ing or supporting viewpoints on the education voucher system. The system

h-- freque_Jy been compared to the GI Bill to illustrate its feasibility.

While some misuse occurred in the Gi Bill, overall it was regarded as sue essful.

A study of voucher systems in other countries, however, has not always been

favorable. (6)

The Center recognizes some obvious limitations in its model. The system

must create new schools or new places in old schools in order to avoid a "political

debacle". (9) In addition, EVA must vigorously regulate the marketplace if it is

not to become another layer on the crusted bureaucracy. Other problems still

be considered are: How will new school construction be finance? Who is responsible

for tax apllortionment formulas? Who will supervise the. EVA What about the

relations between EVA and the local school board? Finally, the constitutionality

of the education voucher system is questionable.

The Future

The education voucher system, as defined by the Center for the Study of

Public Policy, may offer a viable alternative to the present American system

of education. Short of a demonstration, howevet, all discussion of it

remains theoretical. It would seem an expe imental study of thc system seems

worth a try.
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